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L^(a,r)-SPACES BETWEEN WHICH ALL THE OPERATORS ARE COMPACT, 
I 
Nicole IE GRANDE-IB KIMPE, Brussel 
Abstract: Certain couples of L^ (a,r)-spaces, between 
which all the diagonal operators are compact, are characte-
rized. It turns out that the result is "symmetric", i.e. 
"all the diagonal operators from Lf(a,r) to L_(b,s) are com-
pact if and only if all the diagonal operators from L_(b ,s) 
to Iy (a ,r ) are compact". 
Key words: Nuclear Frechet space, compact operator, 
diagonal operator• 
AMS: 46A45, 47B05 Ref. 2.: 7.972.23, 7.972.56 
§ 1. Introduction. The investigation, started in this 
paper, has to be considered as being part of the general in-
vestigation on the structure of (concrete) nuclear Frechet 
spaces, started by Bragelev in T21. One way to obtain infor-
mation about the structure of particular spaces is to consi-
der the types of operators between them. The nuclear Frechet 
spaces we are interested in, belong to the class of I^(a,r)-
spaces, introduced in [21. We want to characterize in fact 
certain couples of If(a,r)-spaces between which all the ope-
rators are compact. At the moment we restrict ourselves to 
the diagonal operators. The general case will be treated in 
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a forthcoming paper (part II). 
The definition of an L.£.(a,^)-space as well as the basic pro-
perties determining the nature of the couples of spaces to 
be considered, are given in § 2. The main results are proved 
in § 4. For convenience, we collect some preliminary lemmas 
in § 3. 
The following notions and basic properties will be used 
throughout the paper without further reference. 
1. Let P be a sequence of strictly positive sequences 
ak = (a^) such that ak< ak+1 for all k. The KCthe-space A(P) 
is then defined as 
and topologized by the sequence of norms I! • B k, K = 1,2,... , 
A(P) i« a perfect Fr^chet sequence space. Its topological 
dual space is the space A(P)* » LJ a . JL°° (see t3]). 
2. It follows from the Grothendieck-Pietsch criterion 
(see £43) that A.(P) is nuclear if and only if the sequence 
of norms ( ft • fl k) on A(P) is equivalent to the sequence of 
norms I  (<yn) I k> =- sup | ̂ n I <*£. 
3. If I is a subsequence of IN (the natural numbers) 
then the sequence space A(P)j • { (<rn) ) (tn) «A(P)f fn -
= 0 if n#I)}is called a step-space of A ( P ) . 
We denote by ij (reap, p*) the corresponding canonical injec-
tion (resp. projection). 
4. A map T:A(P)—*A(Q) is called a generalized dia-
gonal operator if there exist subsequences I and J of IN and 
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a diagonal map TQ: A(P)j—->A(Q)j such that ij o TQ © p I * 
= T. 
5. Let (ocn) be an increasing sequence of positive 
numbers such that lim oc » oo -
n 
For P « i (k ) n | k = 1,2,... } , the corresponding KBthe-
space is called a power series space of infinite type. 
For P « (( k + x ̂  'n 1 k = 1,2,...} , the corresponding 
K5the-space is called a power series space of finite type. 
6. Let A(P) and A(Q) be nuclear KOthe-spaces and T 
a continuous linear map from A(P) to A(Q). Then 
i) For each m there exist* a k such that 
8^p — i l l — < °° 
(by e: we mean the j coordinate vector), 
j 
ii) T is compact if and only if there exists a k such 
that for all m 
» g < M > » , 
» u p j — - * - < oo 
& Jl e • I ^ 
(see Cl3 (2.1)). 
7. A function f defined on (0,oo( is called logarith-
mically convex if the function <fi (w) =- log f (ew) is convex 
on )- oo , oo (. 
8. Let f be an increasing, logarithmically convex func-
tion defined on (0, cO (. 
Then for every a > l f lim £)*%*•-- * f (a) exists. Moreover u-+co rvu; 
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either f(a) =- oo for all a> 1 (*), or t:(a)<oo for all 
a;>l (*.*)• In this case t:(a) increased to oo if a incre-
ases to oo . (See [63 Lemma 7.) 
A function having property (* Hreap. (#*)) will be called 
rapidly (reap, slowly ) increasing. 
9. If E and F are locally convex spaces such that all 
the operators from E to F are compact, we'll write (E,F) 6 
€ % . (This notation was introduced in [6J.) 
§ 2. ^a.r)-spaces 
a» Definition ([2] p. 77). Let f be an increasing, 
odd function, defined on )-co , oo (, which is logarithmi-
cally convex on (0, oo (• 
Let (â ) be an increasing sequence of positive numbers such 
that lim â  * oo . 
Let (r ) be an increasing sequence of real numbers with 
lim r„ * r, where -ao < r £ oo • 
Put P M ( e p ) a | P
 s 1,2,... } . 
Then the corresponding K5the-space A(P) is called an 
L̂  (a.r)-space. 
I.e. 
I*<a,r) M ( T n ) | » ( T n
) l p * s : n l ^ l ^ ( r p % ) < °° • 
p '• 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
(remark that i f r * a » oo (reap, r * a » 0) we can putt 
r k = k (reap. rfc » -k"
1) for k « 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
In this paper we only consider nuclear Lf(a,r)-spaces. 
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Necessary and sufficient conditions for an L-.(a,r)-space 
to be nuclear can be found in [2] p. 78. 
b. For what follows, the next properties are fundamen-
tal: 
(1) [2], p. 79: If f and g are rapidly increasing, the spa-
ces Lf(a,r) and L (b,s) can be isomorphic, only in the fol-
lowing cases: 
a) 0< r, s<oo f b) -a>< r,s<0; c) r = s = op ? 
d) r = s = 0. 
(2) [2] p. 79: A space L^(a,r) is isomorphic to a power se-
ries space if and only if f is slowly increasing. In that 
case Lj»(a,r) is isomorphic to a power series space of fini-
te (resp. infinite) type if ~co< r£0 (resp. 0< r £ ao ) . 
(3) 12] p. 80: If f" © g is rapidly increasing the spaces 
L-(a,r) and L (b,s) cannot be isomorphic. (It is proved in 
fact in £6 3 p. 211 that in this case (Lp(a,r), L (b,s)) € 
« & .) 
c. From properties (b.l) and (b.2) the following dis-
joint classes of L*(a,r)-spaces, with the property that two 
spaces belonging to different classes cannot be isomorphic, 
are obtained in a natural way (cfr. 12J p. 81). 
We'll say that L£.(a,r) and L (b,s) belong to the same class 
if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
A. A-̂ : f and g are slowly increasing and 0<r,s .6 co . 
A2: f and g are slowly increasing and - oo< r,s_£0. 
B. B-j: f and g are rapidly increasing and 0< r,s < cO # 
B2: f and g are rapidly increasing and r = s = CO » 
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B^: f and g are rapidly increasing and - oo -< r,s«<0. 
B*: f and g are rapidly increasing and r = s = 0. 
d. It turns out that in many cases all the operators 
between spaces belonging to different classes are compact 
(see £63). The problem we are interested in, is to charac-
terize within each class those couples of spaces between 
which all the operators are compact. It follows from pro-
perty (b.3) that this problem is really meaningfull only 
when we make the extra assumption that f"og and g" o f 
are slowly increasing (°). The problem considered here has 
been solved completely for the classes A-± and A~ in £ U . It 
is in fact completely solved for the whole class A (see£*5J). 
The solution of the problem for the other classes is the 
subject of our investigation. The main result in this paper 
shows that the relation "All the diagonal operators from 
I .^ (a,r) to L (b,s) are compact" is symmetric. 
e. Finally we recall what is known about the isomorp-
hism of spaces belonging to the same class (see £23 p. 79)* 
1# Iy(a,r) and L .p(b,s) are isomorphic if and only if: 
(a) both spaces belong to the class Bp or B, and 
a a 
0 < 111 TT * l i m TT < °° a Dn 
or 
(b) both spaces belong to the class B-j, or B-> and 
a r 
* i * ir-s * i 
n 
2. I«*(a,r) is isomorphic to L (b,s) if: 
(a) both spaces belong to the class B^ or B-» and 
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f(ran) -= g(s b n ) , for n sufficiently large, 
or 
(b) both spaces belong to the class B 2 or B, and 
-^(SJJ)
 s g(bn)t t°
r n sufficiently large. 
The results under a.2) are improved in Lemma 2 f § 3. 
Throughout the paper we'll assume that in I^(afr) the 
function f is rapidly increasing. The extra assumption (°) 
(§ 2, d.) will be mentioned only when necessary. 
§ 3. Preliminary Lemmas 
Lemma 1. Consider the statement: 
(* ) 3 k-, such that Vm f 3 i^ with gts,^)"* f(rk a^, for 
n>n m . 
Then 
( i ) ( * ) i s equivalent to 
( * * ) ^ fc^t 3 nQ such that g(sb f t)< f ( r k 8^), for 
n£ nQ f whenever 0< r f s < oo and t o g i s slowly in­
creasing, 
( i i ) ( * ) is equivalent to 
(***) Vm > 3 * ^ such that g(mbn)< f (s^), for 
n-t 1^, whenever r = s « oo and g o f i s slowly in­
creasing. 
Proof: case ( i ) : We only need to prove that ( * ) imp­
l i e s ( * * ) . So f ix lC2> k, f then there exist m, and n^ such 
that: 
^ o S ^ V r k x 
— > Ł f o г n£ n # 
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Put n^ * max (n-i,^ ). Then we have for n>n^: o x* m-j o 
rk 2
 an - r ~ ^ an> r ^ f^ ° ^ s ^ ) > f^o g(s bn>f 
which gives (*#). 
case (ii): We prove that (* ) implies (x**). 
There exists t > 1 such that 
g"1-f(-A) _ 
g"Lo f(an) 
For every m we obtain from (* ) an index n.̂  such that: 
(tm)bn< g"
1© (̂--î aJf for nii^ 
So Vm, 3 n^ such that 
m V* T s~X° f ̂ I V * sT1* f (an}> for n~ »m» 
from which (4c*:*) follows. 
Lemma 2. Suppose f~ o g and g~ * f are slowly increa-
sing. Then ^(a-.r) = L (b,s) and the identity operator is 
-* © 
an isomorphism, in each of the following two cases: 
(a) 0< r, s< co and 
(i) Vk, 3 nk such that -f(3t*jc
a
ll)< g(« b n), for n£ nk 
and 
(ii) V m, 3 n.̂  such that g(smbn)< f (r aJ1), for n> n^. 
(b) r » s * a? and 
(i) 3 klf 3 nx such that g(bn)<f(rk a n), for n> n^ 
and 
(ii) 3 mg, 3n 2 such that f (aJ|)< &b&2*>n), for n> n2. 
Proof: Case (a): For every m there exist It̂  and n.̂  
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such that 
g~lg f (r an ) „ V l , > 




VlV*"1' f(r «»n)<S-1^(r]SBaB)-!ai-. . 
So, for every m there exist k^ and Nm such that 
« ( 8m bm ) < f ( rk a
an )» for n~V 
Hence, 1^(a,r)c L (b,s) and since Via, 3 k^ 
S(8mV * f(rk V such that sup e nm < co f the canonical 
injection I: .L,(a,r)—>L (b,s) is continuous. 
Similarly we conclude from (i) that for every k there exist 
mk and nk such that 
f(rka1|)<g(s b n ), for n*n k. 
This implies that I<f(a,r) =- L (b,s) and that the operator 
I is continuous as well. 
Case (b): This is proved in the same way, making use of 
the inequalities: 
Vm, 3 mQ such that t o g(m bn)s^m f ^g(bn)<m0k1an 
and 
Vk, 3 kQ such that g"
1* f(k bn) ̂ k ^ a ^ . 
§ 4. Compact diagonal operators 
Proposition 1. Suppose 0<rf a 4 co * 
If one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
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(a) 3 m^ such that Vk, 3 n k with f ( r k a n ) < g ( s b n ) , for 
n > n k , or 
(b) 3 k-! such that Vm, 3 n__ with g ( s m
b
n ) < f ( r k a n ) , for 
(c) there e x i s t s a p a r t i t i o n IN = IN-, u INp of the ind i ces 
such that (a) ho lds on IN^ and (b) holds on INp, 
then a l l the d iagonal operators from I<~(a,r) to L ( b , s ) 
(and ty symmetry a l so from L ( b , s ) to L£(a,r)) are compact* 
Proof; Let the d iagonal operator T: Lp(a,r)—> L ( b , s ) 
be represented by the sequence ( y n ) « I-e» T ( (oc n ) )
 = 
" (*r.rnV 
The continuity of T is expressed by: 
S(smbn}-f (rk V 
(* ) Vm, 3 k such that sup |y I e m <> °0 • 
m ,71, 
The operator T will be compact iff 
g ( s m b n ) - f ( r k a n ) 
( # * ) 3 k such that Vm: sup I y n | e -*-• oo -
<ti> 
Sufficiency of ( a ) : We prove that from (a) i t fo l lows 
that ( * * ) i s s a t i s f i e d for any value of k. So we f i x a 
k = kg and take any m. Then choose m > max (m,m,), where m, 
i s taken from ( a ) . 
From (* ) we obtain kQ and M such that 
M-g(sm b_>*_(rk a_> 
Hence ( * * ) w i l l be s a t i s f i e d i f 
M - S ( V b n ) + f ( r l c . a n ) + e ( 8 m b n ) - f ( r k , a n ) 
) I 
i_ ** •"-_, ** Ш И Ł л *-
зup e ° ° 2 -c Ä> 
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or i f 3 ^ such that 
f ( r k a n ) g ( s m b n ) f ^ a j 
g(s m b n ) -
1 + g(sm°bn)
 + ilv5^" ^\ST<°' 
l 0 Л -uQ -- ш 0 -- ~ 0 
for n £ v 
M g(s-nbn> f ( r k 2
a n ) 
Now lim g / a b i = l im 8 / a
m g ) = °» w n i l e g(s bT > °» 
^ ^ s m D n ' try 8 V 8 m n ; s --U » 
o o o 
for a l l n. 
Moreover we ob tain from ( a ) : 
f ( r k a n ) g ( . bn> 
3 nk such that 0< g ( b > < 8 ( a "bnT
 f o r n 2 V 
o o 
«<vV 
Since lim -/ \ ; •— = 0, the conclusion follows. 
Sufficiency of (b): Choose m0, take kQ from (*. ) and 
^ from b)» Take further k2> max (-C0>̂ i)» 
.An argument similar to the one used in (a) shows that for 
all m there exists n^ such that 
u g<»n.oV
 f ( rk 0V
 g(Sn,bn) 
-<v--> " f T W + "TTv^T + ^W"1 < 0* 
for nsSn^ which implies that (*#) is satisfied for k^kg* 
The sufficiency of (c) follows from (a) and (b) consi-
dering the appropriate step-spaces. 
Proposition 2. Suppose ~co< rf s . 6 0 . 
If one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(a) 3 k^ such that Vmf 3 ^ with f(rk «n)< g(smbn)f for 
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n £1.^ or 
(b) Sm-L such that Vk, 3-^ with g(sm bn)< f (r^), for 
nsSn^, or 
(c) there exists a partition IN = IN^tJXNg of the indices 
such that (a) holds on IN-, and (b) holds on IN2, 
then all the diagonal operators from I^a.r) to L (b,s) are 
compact. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof 
of Proposition 1 and is therefore omitted. 
Remark 1. It turns out that all the results obtained 
in the cases 0<r, s £ co have, as above, their analogue in 
the cases -c©< r, S--.0. 
Therefore, from now on, we shall restrict our investigation 
to the cases 0< r, a<co and r * s == oo . 
Theorem 1: If f" o g and g" o f are slowly increasing, 
then the following are equivalent: 
(i) All the diagonal operators from Ixp(a,co) to 
Lg(b,co ) are compact 
(ii) All the diagonal operators from L_(b,co) to 
Iif(a,0O) are compact 
(iii) One of the following conditions: 
(a) Vk, Jn^ such that f (kan)-6g(bn), for n> i^ 
or 
(b) Vm, 3 n^ such that g(mbR) -fcftê ), for n> n^ 
or 
(c) There exists a partition .3N =- -N^y XN2 °* **-»• *-
n~ 
dices such that (a) holds on IN^ and (b) holds on 2N2# 
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Proof: ( i ) . - = s > ( i i i ) : Put I »«{n | f (m^) 6 g(bm) \ and 
J »<n | g(bm)-< f(aJ|)f • Suppose J is finite, then I is infi-
nite and we have trivially: 
3 m^ such that f(afi)< s(---i
b
n)f *or ncl. 
Suppose there were an infinite subsequence I ' d such that 
3 k-̂  such that g(bn)-< f(k1aft)f for n6l'. 
Then by Lemma 2,b) § 3, the spaces L-(afa?)--- and L (bf<*>)j 
would be isomorphic and there would be a non-compact diago-
nal operator between them. This operator would then extend 
to a non-compact diagonal operator from Itp(afco ) to L (bfOP), 
contradicting i). So for all k there exists an index n^ such 
that g(bn)^ f (kan) for n> n^. I.e. condition (a) holds. Si-
milarly (b) holds whenever I is finite. If both I and J are 
infinite then (c) holds. 
(iii) «ss> (i): This follows immediately from Lemma 1 § 3, 
combined with prop. 1 § 4 
(ii) *»-->(i): This follows from the symmetry of the con-
ditions in (iii). 
Theorem 2: If t o g and g" o f are slowly increasing 
then the following are equivalent: 
(i) All the diagonal operators from Lp(afr) to L (bfs) are 
compact 
(ii) All the diagonal operators from L (bfs) to ll̂ (afr) are 
compact 
(iii) One of the following conditions: 
(a) j i l f 3n-£ such that f(ran)<g(sm bR) for n> n^ 
or 
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(b) -3*1* 3»i such that g(sbn)<f (r̂  aR) for n>n^ 
or 
(c) There exists a partition IN = IN, u 1N2 of the in-
dices such that (a) holds on IN, and (b) holds on ]N2. 
Proof: We only need to prove (i) .=> (iii), the rest 
goes as in Theorem 1. Put I ={n| f (ra^) £g(sbn) f and J = 
= -(ii|g(abn)<f(ran)f . 
We only treat explicitly the case where J is finite. Suppo-
se there was a subsequence I'c I such that 
g"1f(ran) 
lia — = 1. 
m. € I# sbn 
Then we would have for all m: 
g"'1f(raY1) s 
lim „ h - = ~ — > 1 , 
m.*V8m*n 8m 
which gives: 
Vm, .In.^ such that f (rs^) > g(-*mt>n̂ > tor n^n^, n*l' • 
Since we also trivially have: 
Vk; f(rkan)<g(sbn), for all n€l' , 
we can apply Lemma 2.a) § 3 in order to obtain a non-compact 
diagonal operator from I<»(a,r) to L (b,s). This contradicts 
(ii). 
We therefore must have: 
mmfmm g"
1f(ran) 
iS iL- s t<l. 
/n. ex 
abn 




< Ł f o r n>n 1 f n€І. 
s
 x 








 for n> n-,, 
nc I, from which condition (a) in (iii) trivially follows. 
Corollary 1; All the diagonal operators from Ii«(a
f
o-») 
to h^(b$co) are compact if and only if one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
a b 
(a) lim J& = 0
f
 or b) lim — = 0
f
 or c) there exists a 
n a^ 
partitionlN = IN-. \ IN2 of the indices such that 
a.̂  h 




Corollary 2: All the diagonal operators from I<~(a
f
r) 
to I^(b,s), 0<r, s < oo , are compact if and only if one of 
the following conditions is satisfied: 
_ ^ b r a s 
(a) lim — < — or b ) lim T—<sr • or c) there e x i s t s a 
m, * n <n, on r 
part i t ion lN =3Nj\INp of the i n d i c e s such that 
._-_, *>n r _ a s lim, r= i<-r and lim, * - £ < = • . 
ote/N-f a n 8 *f̂ \ r 
Remark 3: An analysis of the preceding proofs shows that 
the existence of a non-compact diagonal operator from .L,(afr) 
to I# (bfs) is related to the existence of a subsequence I of 
the indices with the property that the corresponding step-
spaces I^(a,r)j and L (bfs)j are the same. It is therefore 
reasonable to ask whether a similar result holds when there 
exists a non-compact (not necessarily diagonal) operator 
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between the spaces. This problem will be solved in a forth-
coming paper. (Fart II.) 
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